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Arguments and Philosophical Reasoning 

Philosophy 12


A- Am I your teacher ? 

Let’s consider the following statement: I am the teacher of this class


How many think this statement is true? Why?


I told you that I am the teacher


I am standing at the front of the class


I am leading this exercice


I am the only adult in the room


_________________________________________


I am the teacher of this class


• Remember - Philosophy is a process of thinking systematically about difficult and 
interesting questions; the primary component of philosophy is on making and 
evaluating arguments.


• Arguments are the way we think and reason  - when we’re reasoning something out, 
we are forming a series of arguments in our head


• Refer to the statements (above) and this is called an argument


• !!!! Be careful: We are not talking about an argument in the sense of “dispute” (see 
videos), but in the philosophical sense of getting to a logical conclusion


——— watch video 1 ———


B - What is an argument? 

? What are the two different concepts of arguments presented in the skit?


• 	 Mere contradiction or a dispute (yes it is…. no it isn’t….)
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• A collected series of statement to establish a definite proposition (made by the 

customer)


When we talk about arguments as used by philosophers, we’re talking about an 
argument in the latter sense 

C- Parts of an argument 

I told you that I am the teacher 	 ————— premise 1


I am standing at the front of the class ———— premise 2


I am leading this exercice —————- premise 3


I am the only adult in the room ———— premise 4


_________________________________________


I am the teacher of this class ———- claim or conclusion


Definition


An argument is a set (collection) of propositions in which one proposition, known as the 
conclusion is claimed to derive support from the other propositions, known as 
premises 

i) Arguments are composed of sentences, known as proposition (a declarative 
sentence that has a truth value)


ii) Typically, most of the propositions in an argument state facts or provide info 
(premises) which support the claim being made


iii) Premises : a proposition serving as a reason for a conclusion


iv) A proposition can be true or false


v) Arguments always have a conclusion but the number of premises vary


vi) The conclusion is what the argument is meant to support as being true; it’s the 
claim being made


vii) The premises provide support for the conclusion
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D - Argument  dissection


When we are writing a philosophical argument, we use the normal form


P1: ___________ (premise 1)


P2: ___________ (premise 2)


C: ____________ (conclusion)


In prose, we look for markers to find the premise and the conclusion


Premise indicators: Since, because, for, in that, as given that, for the reason that, may 
be inferred from, owing to…


Conclusion indicators: Therefore, consequently, thus, hence, it follows that, for this 
reason, we may infer….


———- watch video #2 and find Sean Spicer’s claim and premises —————


Read the article given in class (Happiness is boring) and write the argument from this 
article in Normal Form


==========


Next class: We will explore Arguments’ validity and soundness
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